
Please read the manual carefully and keep 
it properly before using the product.

Important Precautions:

1.This speaker shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing and that 

    not objects filled with liquids, such as vases, shall be placed on the 

    speaker.

2.Minimum distances 100 cm around the apparatus for sufficient 

    ventilation.

3.The ventilation should not be impeded by covering the ventilation 

    opening switch

   items,such as news papers, table-cloths or curtains.

4.No naked flame sources such as lighted candles,should be placed on 

   the apparatus.

5.When the mains plug or and appliance coupler is used as the 

   disconnect device, the disconnect device shall remain readily 

   operable.

6.To be completely disconnect the power input, the mains plug of 

   apparatus shall be disconnected from the mains completely.

7.The main plug of apparatus should not be obstructed or should be 

   easily accessed during intended use.

8.The use of apparatus in moderate climates.

Avoids to use battery in following conditions:

1.High or low extreme temperature during use, storage or transportation.

2.Replacement of a battery with an incorrect type that can defeat a 

   safeguard.

3.Disposal of a battery into fire or a hot oven, or mechanically crushing 

   or cutting of a battery,that can result in an explosion.

4.Leaving a battery in an extremely high temperature surrounding 

   environment that 

   can result in an explosion or the leakage of flammable liquid or gas.

5.Extremely high temperature and/or extremely low air pressure that 

   can result in an explosion or the leakage of flammable liquid or gas.

Technical Data:

Input voltage: DC 5V/ 200mA

Output power: 3W

9.Attention should be drawn to the environmental aspects of battery 

   disposal.

10.Batteries shall not be exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine, 

   fire or the like.

11.Excessive sound pressure from ear phones and headphones can 

   cause hearing loss.

12. The internal battery is non-user replaceable.

13. Do not use this apparatus near the water

14.For pluggable equipment, the socket-out(power adaptor) shall be

     installed near the equipment and shall be easily accessible.

Function Features：

1.Wireless music playback, Wireless calling.

2.TWS wireless connection.

3.Built-in polymer  lithium battery 

4.Low voltage intelligent detection and charging reminder

5.Energy-saving and environmental protection function (automatic 

   shutdown after 5 minutes without connection)
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Function Operation:

Power on: Long press the "ON/OFF" button for 3 seconds to power 

                   on , and the bottom working indicator light show as blue 

                   color and keep flashing quickly.

Power off: Long press the "ON/OFF" button for 3 seconds to power 

                   off , and the blue light will turn off.

Bluetooth connection: 

1.Turn on your mobile phone Bluetooth and search for the speaker 

    name "KC42963462 or KC42997580" to pair.

2.When pairing successfully, the indicator light will keep the blue 

    color.

3.When playing music,  the indicator light will flash slowly with blue 

    color .

Play/Pause:When playing music , press the "ON/OFF" button for 

                      one time to pause and press one again resume playing.

Calling function: If there is an incoming phone when speaker on 

                              bluetooth status, 

press the "ON/OFF" button to answer the call. Press the "ON/OFF" 

button to hang up the call during the call.

Function Description:

1.Indicator light( working in blue color, charging in red color, full 

    charge turn off )

2.Charging jack

3.ON/OFF button

4.Carrying hole

5.Microphone
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TWS Connection Instruction:

1. Turn on two units with same model number in the same time, 

     these two units will connect automatically.

2. Turn on your mobile phone Bluetooth function and search the 

     Bluetooth name: KC42963462 or KC42997580 shown on your 

     mobile phone to connect.

3. Then you could play these two units together.

4. Turn off one unit to disconnect this function.

Notes:

1. TWS function could only pair same model products.

2. Once two units pair successfully, there is a DI sound to confirm.

Charging Instruction:

1. Please use the charge cable in the package for charging.

2. during the charging, the indicator light will show RED color.

3. Full charge will show and keep Blue color.

Noted:

1. The charge input is DC 5V 200mA.

2. This unit have low voltage remind function, and the indicator light 

     will show red color.
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